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Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A248 (1986) 491-498 491 
North-Holland, Amsterdam 

ENERGETIC ION DIAGNOSTICS USING NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENTS 
DURING P ELLET INJECTION 

W.W. H E I D B R I N K  

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, USA 

Received 30 December 1985 

Neutron measurements during injection of deuterium pellets into deuterium plasmas on the tokamak fusion test reactor (TFTR) 
indicate that the fractional increase in neutron emission about 0.5 ms after pellet injection is proportional to the fraction of 
beam-plasma reactions to total fusion reactions in the unperturbed plasma. These observations suggest three diagnostic applications 
of neutron measurements during pellet injection: (1) measurement of the beam-plasma reaction rate in deuterium plasmas for use in 
determining the fusion Q in an equivalent deuterium-tritium plasma, (2) measurement of the radial profile of energetic beam ions by 
varying the pellet size and velocity, and (3) measurement of the "temperature" of ions accelerated during wave heating. 

1. Introduction 

Injectors that fuel the plasma with solid hydrogenic pellets [1] are in use in most large tokamak 
experiments. On the tokamak fusion test reactor (TFTR), initial experiments with deuterium pellet 
injection were conducted early in 1985 [2]. During these experiments, measurements of the d(d, n) neutron 
emission were made with two stilbene scintillators [3] mounted at different toroidal locations just outside 
the tokamak vacuum vessel. Studies of the physics of pellet ablation with these scintillators are reported 
elsewhere [4]. This paper discusses diagnostic applications of fast neutron measurements during pellet 
injection. Some of the ideas presented here are analogous to the technique for measuring Zef f described by 
Vasin et al. [5]. 

The paper begins with a brief summary of the T F T R  observations. Next, application of pellet injection 
to the problem of extrapolating neutron measurements in a deuterium plasma to the fusion production in 
an equivalent deuterium-tri t ium (d- t )  plasma is discussed. The d - t  equivalent fusion Q ( Q -  (fusion 
power produced)/(power deposited)), Q~uiv, is important because Q~uiv. is often used as a figure-of-merit 
in evaluating fusion devices. Moreover, accurate determination of Q~U,v can indicate the most effective 
means of introducing tritium into the tokamak in an actual d - t  experiment (i.e., pellet injection for 
thermonuclear reactions, gas puffing for beam-target  reactions, or neutral injection for beam-beam 
reactions). Next, application of pellet injection to measurement of the radial profile of energetic beam ions 
is considered. Radial profiles of beam neutrals or ions have been measured previously in tokamaks using 
charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy [6], collimated 3 MeV proton measurements [7], and col- 
limated 2.5 MeV neutron measurements [8]. Relative to these techniques, the use of fast neutron 
measurements during pellet injection appears considerably simpler with comparable accuracy. Finally, 
pellet injection as an alternative to neutron spectroscopy is considered. It is shown that during wave 
heating, the " temperature"  of the deuterium tail can be inferred from flux measurements alone. 

2. Experimental observations and interpretation 

The time evolution of the neutron flux measured with a plastic scintillator mounted adjacent to the 
T F T R  pellet injector (displaced 18 ° toroidally) is plotted in fig. 1. When a deuterium pellet is injected into 
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Fig. 1. Neutron emission measured by a plastic scintillator during deuterium pellet injection into an ohmically heated TFTR plasma 
(a) and into a plasma heated by deuterium neutral beams (b). The H~ signal is used to monitor pellet ablation [9]. The pellet 
penetrated about 60 cm in the ohmically heated plasma and 44 cm in the beam-heated plasma (the plasma minor radius was a = 81 
c m ) .  

an ohmically heated deuterium plasma, no spike is observed at the time of pellet ablation and the neutron 
emission decays with a time constant of about 1 ms to a reduced level (fig. la). When a deuterium pellet is 
injected into a deuterium plasma heated by 80 keV deuterium beams, a large spike in the neutron emission 
is observed just after the pellet finishes ablating (fig. lb). A smaller jump in neutron emission is observed 
by a scintillator situated 126 ° toroidally from the pellet injector. The signals from the two detectors 
coalesce (indicating the pellet ions have redistributed toroidally) in 0.1-0,7 ms, depending on the density 
of the pellet relative to the background plasma density. The neutron emission then decays to a reduced 
level with a time constant of about 10 ms (only about 1 e-folding time is shown in fig. lb). Measurements 
of the redistribution of pellet density perpendicular to the field lines with a five-channel far-infrared 
interferometer indicate that the characteristic time for radial redistribution of the pellet density is 
considerably longer (20-100 ms) [10]. 

In ohmically heated plasmas, the neutron emission is thought to be of thermonuclear origin. No spike in 
the neutron emission occurs when a pellet is injected into a thermonuclear plasma because the fusion 
reactivity of the warm MaxweUian distribution with the cold pellet distribution is much less than the 
reactivity of the warm ion distribution with itself. The reactivity o-v(T1, T2) of two Maxwellian distribu- 
tions of different temperatures T 1 and T 2 is given by (appendix) 

o--v(T1, T2) - 4.1 × 10-14(T1 + T2) -2 /3  exp [ -24 .9 (T  1 + T2) -1 /3 ]  , (1) 

where T is in keV. For a deuterium temperature T d = 2 keV and pellet temperature Tp = 0 keV, 
ov(T  d, Td) ---- 33oV(Td, Tp). Since the pellet density about 0.5 ms after ablation is comparable to the initial 
deuterium density, this implies that the expected jump in neutron yield is of order 1/33 = 3% of the 
neutron yield prior to pellet injection. The physical explanation for the relatively small reactivity of the 
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cold pellet ions with the warm deuterons is that most fusion reactions in a thermal plasma occur between 
ions in the tail of the distribution (E = 5Td) that are traveling in nearly opposite directions. In a sense, 
fusion reactions in a thermonuclear plasma are "beam-beam"  reactions, so it is not surprising that 
increasing the number of cold deuterons by injecting a pellet does not significantly affect the reaction rate. 

In the beam-heated plasma of fig. lb, the neutron emission increased by about two orders of magnitude 
when the neutral beams were injected. In this plasma, the fusion production is dominated by beam-target 
reactions, so adding a pellet to the plasma enhances the reaction rate by rapidly raising the plasma target 
density. 

Collisions between hot ions and the cold pellet plasma reduce the neutron emission on a time scale 
longer than the time required for the pellet plasma to equilibrate along a field line. Very few (<  1%) 80 
keV beam ions strike the solid pellet. Some beam ions ( -  10%) strike the cold dense pellet plasma before 
the electrons equilibrate over the flux surface. Since the warm ions that produce thermonuclear reactions 
are slower than injected beam ions, a smaller fraction ( -  4%) lose energy in the dense pellet plasma. After 
the electrons have re-established thermal equilibrium on a flux surface, a warm ion (E = 5Td) slows down 
due to Coulomb drag in about ~'s = 3 ms, while an 80 keV beam ion slows down in 9 ms. These times are 
consistent with the experimentally observed decay times of the neutron emission following pellet injection. 
For the diagnostic applications described below, it is desirable to infer from the actual neutron signal the 
increase in neutron emission AI n that would have occurred in the absence of enhanced Coulomb drag on 
the fusion-producing ions. The longer time scale for fast-ion equilibration relative to density equilibration 
implies that A I  n c a n  bz determined accurately (to within 10%) by using the slope of the neutron emission 
just after the pellet density has spread over the flux surface to extrapolate the neutron signal back to the 
time of pellet ablation. 

The diagnostic applications described below assume that the time scale for parallel density redistribu- 
tion % is short compared to the times required for radial density redistribution r± and for deceleration of 
the reacting ions ~'s (~'H << r±, "rs). These conditions are satisfied in TFTR but have been violated during 
pellet injection experiments in Alcator C [11]. 

3. Diagnostic applications 

In order to calculate the effect on the neutron emission of injection of a pellet, subdivide the deuterium 
distribution function into three populations: thermal deuterons (d) of temperature T d, beam or tail ions (b) 
produced by neutral beam injection or some other process, and pellet ions (p) of temperature Tp = 0. Prior 
to pellet injection, the pellet density np is zero and the neutron yield I n is 

I n =  f d r  [½n2o--Vdd + HbHdO--Ubd -Jr- {F/20"-Ubb] , (2) 

where n I is the density of species 1 and the fusion reactivity, 

o--~, 2 ~ f dvl d ~ f a ( v l ;  r ) f z ( v 2 ;  r ) o v , 2 ,  

is, in general, a function of position r. It is convenient to identify separately the three contributions to the 
fusion emission: the thermonuclear part, In th 

(3) Ia th _---- f dr½na2°-Vda, 

the beam-target part, I~ t, 

I bt = f drr/bndO--Obd, (4) 
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and the beam-beam part, In,bb 

bbm I n = f dr½n2a-Vbb . (5) 

Immediately after pellet injection, the fast part of the thermal deuterium distribution and the beam-ion 
distribution change little (sect. 2), so 

I s'- T M  + f d r  [npndO'-Opd d-npnbO--'Obp d- ½n2b-~ppl --- 1~ + f drnpnbO---Obp , (6) 

since o--'bpd << O--Vad (sect. 2) and ~Opp --~ 0. Therefore, the change in neutron emission, A I n _-- I ~  st -- I~, is 

aIn-- f drnpnbO"~bp. (7) 

Define reactivity-weighted beam densities fib and h b: 

O/3bp a/)bd 
fb  = (~-~p) nb and h b -- (o-vba---~ nb' (8) 

where (OVbp) is the spatially averaged reactivity and OCbp is the true reactivity at position r. Usually, 
h b---fib = n b Since, for classical slowing down, the shape of the velocity distribution function for 
full-energy beam ions is nearly independent of position. The reactivity of beam ions with thermal 
deuterons, o--~bd is, in general, a function of position since the deuterium temperature depends on position 
but, for T d << Wb, where Wb is the beam injection energy, the dependence is weak. Manipulating eqs. (4), 
(8), and (7) yields the desired result relating the jump in neutron emission A I J I ,  to the fraction of 
beam-target reactions Ibnt/In, and to the beam-ion, pellet, and thermal densities, 

A/n C t (O'~p) f drnpfib 

In /n (~-Obd) f dttZdh b 
(9) 

The use of eq. (9) in various limits is discussed in the following subsections. 

3.1. Q ~ V  determination 

The reaction rate/d~lt uiv in an "equivalent" d - t  experiment is related to the measured reaction rate 1 n in 
the actual d - t  experiment by 

I~  ~v = athI~ + abtI~b' + abblb~ b, (10) 

where the coefficients a~ depend on the ratio of the t(d, n) to d(d, n) cross section and on the assumed 
fraction of tritium ~[~ ~ (hypothetical tritium)/(actual deuterium density)] and deuterium in the hypothet- 
ical experiment. For example, the coefficient for the thermonuclear term ath is 

OVdt (11) ath = 27(1  - - / l )  = • 
0 Odd 

In general, ath ~ abt ~ abb, since the ratio between the d - t  and d - d  reactivities depends on the ion 
distribution function and since the weighting of the tritium and deuterium densities is different for each 
coefficient. In evaluating I~t ~iv, the thermal and beam tritium concentrations are treated as free parameters 
and optimized to achieve the maximum value of I ~  ~v. After optimization with respect to the density, the 
three coefficients ath , abt, and abb can be accurately evaluated to within 10% but typically differ from one 
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• ' lequiv another by 50%. This implies that, for accurate evaluation of the equivalent Q~WV (Q~WV cx Jar J, 
separate measurements of I th, I~ t, and I~ b are needed. 

At moderate to high plasma densities the beam-beam reaction rate I~ b is usually small compared to the 
beam-target  reaction ra te  Inbt; with beam injection at low densities, the thermonuclear rate I th is often 
negligible. This implies that simultaneous measurement of the total reaction rate I n by conventional means 
and of the beam-target fraction bt I~ / I n  through pellet injection (eq. (9)) permit accurate evaluation of 
r~quiv in eq. (10). The accuracy of measurement of bt In ~In through eq. (9) depends mainly on the accuracy ~tdt 
of determination of the various densities np, rib, and n 0. The jump in neutron emission A I n / I  n typically 
can be measured to 10%. For deuterium neutral beam injection, the beam energy Wb is usually much 
larger than the thermal deuterium temperature T d (W b << Td) and the ratio of reactivities appearing in eq. 
(9) is 

(OV p) 
- -  = 1 + O( Td/Wb ), 

which implies that this term is known to - -t-5%. The deuterium density n d is not directly measured in 
tokamaks. For moderately low Zeff and moderate density so that n d >> rib, the deuterium density profile 
can be deduced fairly accurately from the electron density rQeasured by Thomson scattering (or other 
means). At very low densities such that n d = O(nb) , the deuterium density cannot be determined 
accurately from the electron density; however, pellet measurements in this regime are still valuable to 
verify that the plasma is truly in the regime where beam-beam reactions dominate. The pellet density 
profile n p can be deduced directly from electron density measurements made shortly ( -  1 ms) after pellet 
injection, using the fact that np = An e for a Z = 1 pellet. Alternatively, measurements of the H a emission 
(using the usual assumption that the ablation rate is proportional to the emitted light), together with the 
assumption that all the mass is deposited in the plasma, could be used to infer n p. The least accurately 
known quantity in eq. (9) is usually the density of full-energy beam ions, rib, which is generally calculated 
using beam-deposition codes. Note, however, that although n b is itself highly uncertain, the sensitivity of 
the deduced beam-target rate lbnt/In is much less uncertain since errors in n b tend to be averaged out by 
the integration f drnbna, p. Note, too, that the integral over n b appears in both the numerator and the 
denominator of eq. (9). In fact, if the pellet deposition profile np(r) can be chosen to approximate the 
deuterium density profile nd(r  ), the dependence on n b largely cancels out. Alternatively, one can attempt 
to determine the sensitivity to beam profile by varying the pellet deposition (sect. 3.2). In conclusion, at 

bt moderate to high densities with central pellet deposition, it should be possible to measure I n / I  n to about 
25% accuracy, which typically implies an accuracy in determining Q~uiv of about 20% (assuming the 
absolute accuracy in measuring 1 n is 15%). At very low densities, the achievable accuracy in determining 

bt I ~ / I  n is probably only about a factor of 2 but, in this regime, determination of r~q~v from flux ~tdt 
measurements alone is also highly uncertain, so the measurement is still valuable. Furthermore, although 
Q ~ V  is useful as a figure of merit, the real value of these measurements is to determine the actual mix of 
fusion reactions in order to guide the physical interpretation of the experiment and to select the most 
judicious means of adding tritium to the device in an actual d - t  experiment. 

3.2. Beam-ion profile 

At moderate density and moderate ion temperature, the neutron emission during high voltage neutral 
beam injection is dominated by beam-target reac t ions  ( I : t / I n  = 1). For the sake of discussion, consider 
the typical case sketched in fig. 2: the deuterium density profile is relatively broad, the beam-ion profile is 
centrally peaked, and the pellet ablates before traveling to the center of the plasma, reaching a minimum 
radius r =  rabla t (fig. 2). For this case, f d r n p h  b = ANe~b(rablat) , where AN e is the number of pellet 
electrons deposited in the volume near r = rabla t. THUS, eq. (9) can be rewritten 

AIn  (O-'Vbd) f d r n d h b  ~t in / In  
nb (rablat) = In (a"Vbp) a N ¢  ; H b (rablat) OC A----N--~--~ (12)  
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the beam density (rib), pellet density (np),  and thermal deuterium density (nd)  profiles. The pellet penetration 
depth (rablat) is varied shot-to-shot to measure the beam profile. 

The radius of pellet ablation rabla t can be varied by varying the pellet velocity and size [1]. To measure the 
beam-ion profile, one could establish a reproducible condition and vary the pellet ablation radius 
shot-to-shot. Measurements of the jump in neutron emission AIn/ I  n and of the electron density AN e 
would then yield a beam-ion density profile through eq. (12). The shape of the profile could probably be 
determined to 20%; the absolute accuracy would be much poorer since it depends on absolute measure- 
ments of the neutron emission and electron density, and on the calculated beam-pel let  reactivity, (OUbp). 

During ICRF heating of a deuterium plasma with a small amount of 3He, the 3He ions are accelerated 
to large energies and produce d(3He, p) beam-target  reactions [12]. To diagnose the energetic 3He profile 
at the midplane, one could measure the jump in 15 MeV proton emission (which is analogous to AIn / I  n in 
eq. (9)) during deuterium pellet injection. The profile obtained by varying the pellet size or velocity could 
then be used to infer the power deposition profile of the ICRF. 

3.3. Tail temperature 

During lower hybrid heating (LHH) of deuterium plasmas, an ion tail can form that enhances the 
neutron yield by up to two orders of magnitude. Under these conditions (and under similar conditions 
with other forms of wave heating), relatively few particles are accelerated by the wave so that beam-target  

bt reactions dominate beam-beam reactions ( I  bb << I n ). The balance of wave acceleration against Coulomb 
drag tends to produce a tail distribution that is characterized by a " temperature"  Tt,iv There is some 
experimental evidence for a Boltzmann tail distribution during L H H  [13] but, even if the tail distribution is 
not precisely Maxwellian, Ttail c a n  still be used as a convenient measure of typical tail energies. We assume 
that the pellet penetrates to the magnetic axis and that the tail ion density peaks near the plasma center, 
which is true during L H H  [7,14]. Then f d r n d n  b = n d ( 0 ) N b ,  where N b is the number of energetic tail ions, 
a n d  f drnpFtb=np(O)Nb=Ane(O)Nb. With the further assumption that the thermonuclear emission 
originates from the center of the plasma, which is normally the case, we can rewrite eqs. (2), (3), and (9) as 

In  1 "4- (2nb /nd) (O ' -Obd/O ' -Odd) ,  ( 1 3 )  
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and 

A _ ] n / I  n ( 2 ? / b / n  d ) ( O"Ubp/O'Udd ) 

Ane/n-----~o - 1 + ( 2 n b / n  d)(ocbd/ovdd)  " (14) 

Eqs. (13) and (14) constitute two equations for the two unknowns n b / n  d (the normalized beam density) 
and Tt~ 1 (which appears through the r e a c t i v i t i e s  O--'Ubp and O---{bd) in terms of the measured quantities I n / I  th 
(the normalized neutron emission), A I ,  n d / I ,  A n ~ (the normalized jump in neutron emission), and the bulk 
temperature T d. Various numerical solutions of these equations are plotted in fig. 3. The various 
reactivities in eqs. (13) and (14) were evaluated using eq. (1). Fig. 3 indicates that, if the jump in neutron 
emission upon pellet injection is large, the tail density is low and the effective temperature is high. On the 
other hand, if the jump is small, the tail distribution is relatively cold and dense. 

The results in fig. 3 are not very sensitive to the accuracy of the determination of the bulk temperature 
T d. For representative values of A I n / I  n (=  0.3) and I n / I  th (=  3), doubling the bulk temperature only 
changes the deduced tail temperature by 20%. 

Previously, the tail energy during LHH has been measured using charge exchange and 3 MeV proton 
spectroscopy [13]. Compared with these techniques, pellet injection appears to be a simple way to detect 
the presence of a high energy tail and to estimate its energy. 

4. Conclusion 

In a machine equipped with a pellet injector and an accurate electron density profile diagnostic, 
scintillator measurements of the jump in neutron emission constitute a simple technique to estimate the 
temperature of a deuterium tail, measure the profile of fusion-producing beam ions, and accurately 
determine/"1 equiv ~ d t  - 
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Appendix 

Reactivity of a bi-Maxwellian plasma 
m 

The derivation of the reactivity ov for two Maxwellians follows closely the derivation of the reactivity 
for distributions of equal temperature [15]. Re-expressing the velocities of particles 1 and 2 in terms of the 
center of mass (c.m.) and relative velocities and carrying out the integrations over angle and c.m. velocity 
yields 

--or = 1 ( 2m2 )3/2 f0°° UdUo(U) exp ( - m 2 U ) ,  (15)  
mlT2 + m2T 1 mlT2 + m2T 1 

w h e r e  rex, 2 and 7"1, 2 are the mass and temperature of particles 1 and 2 and U =  rely2~2 is the relative 
energy. Eq. (15) is exact. At low energies, many cross sections can be approximated by the Gamow form, 

o (W)=  C2 exp(_C1/v/-G)" (16) 
-d 

For low temperatures, the argument of the integrand in eq. (15) peaks strongly for some value U = U0 and 
the integral may be approximated using asymptotic analysis [16]. The result is 

--oo 3V/~I~mlTE-~-m2T1] 2 / 3 2 1 3 / 6  ( t  mE C2C~/3exp[-(21/3+O.52/3)C2~/3(m1T2+m2T1) ~/3 ] , . ~ m 2  . (17)  

Using Miley's fits to the cross section [17], the expression for the d(d, n)3He reactivity is 

o--v- 4.1 × 10-14(T1  + T2) -2/3 e x p [ -  2 4 . 9 ( T  1 + T2)-1/3], (18)  

where o-~ is in cm3/s and T is in keV. Eq. (18) agrees to within 10% with the numerical evaluation of eq. 
(15) in the range T = 0.1-25 keV. 

For 7"1 = T2, eqs. (17) and (18) have the same functional form as the well-known equation for the 
reactivity of a Maxwellian plasma [18], but the coefficients give better agreement with numerical 
calculations [17] of the reactivity. 
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